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Suite 7

1-800-354-JAVS (5287)
Let us put our 35+ years of audio/video
recording experience to work for you.

A COMPLETE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION FOR YOUR DIGITAL RECORDS
Easily manage your record sessions with this A/V software package.

AutoLog

Publisher

This user-friendly session-logging software
allows you to control the JAVS Recorder and
the JAVS Centro processor. Easily start and
stop multiple recorders and create a log of
events for each recording session complete
with date and time stamp.

Create a catalog of session files, then publish
them to a new location with this software.
Control how your recordings are published by
choosing the desired output for your files.

This centralized database management
solution allows you to connect all of your JAVS
Premier locations. Server 7 is an enterprise
solution that allows for greater management of
redundancy, failover, and backup.

The complimentary session-viewing software
allows you to open all previous JAVS log and
media files. Play, pause, fast forward, and
rewind a session, and monitor and control
audio levels. You can also view any events
created in AutoLog 7.

Bookshelf 7 makes archiving easy. It
automatically copies recordings from Recorder
7 to the Bookshelf 7 server. Software can be
set to begin the archive process directly after
recording or at specific time of day. Once
archived, users can easily find any recording
from any courtroom.

Scheduler
Scheduler 7 gives you even more control of
the courtroom. With this software, you can
schedule sessions for any date and at any
location using a network-connected computer.
Automatically start and stop a recording at a
specific time, reschedule a session, or copy
schedules to another date with just a few
clicks.

Additional solutions include SiteManager 7 to set up and manage site and user information for all recording
locations and MRA 7 to be able to log in to multiple locations from a single computer.

Ready to learn more about how JAVS Suite 7 can help you capture an accurate digital record for
your justice needs?

Check out www.javs.com/suite7 or contact us at 1-800-354-JAVS (5287).

